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THE CASE δ2 = 0

WHEN ASSETS ARE NOT DEPRECIATING—that is, δ2 = 0—we can obtain the
analytical solution of the model (Duffie, Gârleanu, and Pedersen (2005, 2007)).
Since δ2 is estimated to be small, this restricted version of the model provides
a reasonable approximation to the more general model, thus providing a clean
intuition for the identification of the parameters.

Since assets are not depreciating, we can assume that the mass of assets is
fixed and equal to A; thus, x = 0 and T → ∞. Moreover, without loss of gen-
erality, we can set δ1 = 0 and δ0 = 1.

The steady-state evolution of the masses μi determines the equilibrium allo-
cation. Up to terms in o(ε), in equilibrium, these masses evolve from time t to
time t + ε according to

μlo(t + ε)= λεμho(t)+ (1 − γsε− γsdε)μlo(t)�

μho(t + ε)= γbεμhn(t)+ γbdεμhn(t)+ (1 − λε)μho(t)�

μhn(t + ε)= εμ+ (1 − λε− γbε− γbdε)μhn(t)�

μln(t + ε)= λεμhn(t)+ γsεμlo(t)+ γsdεμlo(t)�

μdo(t + ε)= αdbεμdn(t)+ (1 − αdsε)μdo(t)�

μdn(t + ε)= αdsεμdo(t)+ (1 − αdbε)μdn(t)�

The intuition for these equations is similar to the intuition reported in Sec-
tion 5.2.5. For example, the first equation states that the mass of low-valuation
agents with an asset results from the flows of three sets of agents: (1) the
inflow of high-valuation owners whose valuation just dropped—the term
λεμho(t); (2) the outflow of low-valuation owners who found a dealer—the
term γsdεμlo(t); and (3) the mass of low-valuation owners who have not found
a buyer—the term (1 − γsε)μlo(t).

Steady state implies that the total mass of agents with high valuation μhn +
μho is equal to μ

λ
; that the total mass of owners μho +μlo +μdo is equal to the

mass of assets A; and that the total mass of dealers μd is equal to μdo + μdn.
Hence, μhn + A − μlo − μdo = μ

λ
. In turn, since A < μ

λ
, this implies that

μhn > μlo +μdo—that is, sellers are the “short” side of the market. Moreover,
the masses of assets sold and purchased by dealers must be equal to the mass of
assets purchased and sold to dealers: αdsμdo = γbdμhn and αdbμdn = γsdμlo. Fur-
thermore, steady state requires αdsμdo = γbdμhn = αdbμdn = γsdμlo since deal-
ers’ aggregate inventories do not change over time.
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Rearranging and taking the limit for ε → 0, the masses of agents are

μlo = λ

γs + γsd

μho�

μho = γbμhn + γbdμhn

λ
�

μhn = μ

λ+ γb + γbd

�

μln = λμhn + γsμlo + γsdμlo = μ�

μdo = αdb

αds

μdn = γsd

αds

μlo�

We can now calculate the moments—that is, equations (18)–(21)—that we
seek to match to their empirical analogs in the quantitative analysis. Specifi-
cally, the fraction of aircraft for sale is equal to

μlo +μdo

A
= λ(αds + γsd)

λαds + λγsd + γsαds + αdsγsd

�

The fraction of aircraft for sale by dealers (or dealers’ inventories) is equal to

μdo

A
= λγsd

λαds + λγsd + γsαds + αdsγsd

�

The fraction of retail-to-retail transactions to total aircraft is equal to

γsμlo

A
= λγsαds

λαds + λγsd + γsαds + αdsγsd

�

The fraction of dealer-to-retail transactions to total aircraft is equal to

αdsμdo

A
= λγsdαds

λαds + λγsd + γsαds + αdsγsd

�

The equilibrium prices are determined by the solution to the following sys-
tem of equations:

ρUho = zh + λ(Slo −Uho)�

ρSlo = zl − cs + γs(p+ Vln − Slo)+ γsd(pB + Vln − Slo)�

ρShn = −cs + λ(Vln − Shn)+ γb(Uho −p− Shn)

+ γbd(Uho −pA − Shn)�

ρVln = 0�
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ρJdo = −k+ αds(pA + Jdn − Jdo)�

ρJdn = −k+ αdb(Jdo −pB − Jdn)�

p= (1 − θs)(Slo − Vln)+ θs(Uho − Shn)�

pA = (1 − θd)(Jdo − Jdn)+ θd(Uho − Shn)�

pB = (1 − θd)(Jdo − Jdn)+ θd(Slo − Vln)�

The first four equations are the agents’ value functions; the fifth and the sixth
equations are the dealers’ value functions; and the last three equations are the
negotiated prices.
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